Degrees and Programs Offered

The State of Alabama offers five levels of teacher certification programs, namely, P-3, K-6, 6-12, and P-12. The College of Education offers options in four of the five levels of teacher certification.

- Early Childhood Education/Early Childhood Special Education (PreK-3/birth to age 8)
- Elementary Education (K-6)
- Secondary/High School Education (6-12) with majors in Biology, Chemistry, English Language Arts, Foreign Language (German, French, Spanish), General Science, History, Mathematics, Physics, and General Social Science
- Collaborative Teacher – Special Education K-6 or 6-12
- Music Education: Instrumental or Choral (P-12) (through the Department of Music)
- Art Education (P-12) (through the Department of Art, Art History, and Design)
- Physical Education (P-12) (through the Department of Kinesiology)
- A minor is not available in education

Accreditation

Teacher education programs at UAH are accredited by the Council for the Accreditation of Educator Preparation (CAEP) and approved by the Alabama State Board of Education, according to standards of the National Association of the State Directors of Teacher Education and Certification (NASDTEC) for the issuance of appropriate professional certificates for service in public schools.

Preadmission Requirements

File an Intent to Apply to the Teacher Education Program (TEP) with the Teacher Certification Officer as soon as a decision is made to seek teacher certification, but no later than the end of the sophomore year. In addition, students must meet the following requirements:

1. No more than 2 courses of the General Education Requirements remain to be taken without Departmental approval.
2. Minimum GPA of 2.75 and grades of C or higher in EH 101 & EH 102 (or EH 103 or EH 105), CM 113, MA 230, MA 231, PY 101, and PY 201.
3. Elementary education candidates must earn a 2.75 GPA in each of the following areas: English, Mathematics, Science, and Social Sciences.
4. Secondary education candidates must earn a 2.75 GPA in their major.
5. Submit a fingerprint card to the Alabama State Department of Education with the appropriate fee in the form of a money order or cashier’s check made payable to the Alabama Department of Education and successfully pass a background review conducted by the Alabama Bureau of Investigation and the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Anyone convicted of a felony and/or misdemeanor other than a minor traffic violation may be denied certification or have certification revoked by the State Superintendent of Education.

Admission to the Teacher Education Program

Admission to the university does not qualify a student for admission to the Teacher Education Program. Students must submit an Application for Admission to the Teacher Education Program during the Block I semester of the education courses. They must also meet the following requirements:

1. Minimum 2.75 GPA in Block I ED courses with no grade lower than C.
2. Minimum 2.75 GPA in teaching field or second area of study courses, with no grade lower than C.
3. For Elementary and Early Childhood/Early Childhood Special Education students, a 2.75 GPA for 12 hours in each of the four areas of English, Social Sciences, Mathematics, and Science.
4. Satisfactory completion of specified assignments in Block I, including writing and field experiences.
5. Satisfactory ratings on Admission Interview, Dispositions Ratings, and Application Essay.
6. Passing score on all required subtests of the Praxis Core Academic Skills for Educators test (CORE).

Admission by Reciprocity

Students who have been admitted to a teacher education program at an accredited university or college in Alabama may apply for reciprocal admission to the Teacher Education Program (TEP) with the Certification Officer or the Department Chair. Field experience hours from the previous university may be applied to UAH field experience requirements with documentation.
Continuation in the Teacher Education Program

Requirements include:

1. Minimum 2.75 GPA in Education courses, with no grade lower than C.
2. Minimum 2.75 GPA in teaching field or second area of study, with no grade lower than C.
3. Satisfactory completion of Blocks 2 and 3 Field Experience hours and grade of C or higher on required field experience papers. Before the internship, students must complete 200 field experience hours.
4. Satisfactory completion of two Professional Development Activities per semester (unless amended with Department Chair approval).
5. Satisfactory Dispositions Ratings by Education faculty and field experience mentor teachers.
6. Registration for Praxis II Test in Block 2-3; must pass Praxis II before admission for Internship.

If any of the above requirements are not met, a Professional Development Plan (PDP) will be initiated. Candidates who do not meet the conditions of the PDP may be dismissed from the Teacher Education Program.

Field Experiences

The Alabama State Department of Education requires that all teacher candidates complete robust clinical field experiences in diverse settings prior to the internship. To meet this requirement, candidates will systematically be placed in area schools for a minimum of 70 hours of experience each semester to complete 200 hours total.

Internship Placement Requirements

In addition to satisfactory completion of required coursework and satisfactory completion of 200 hours of field experiences, candidates must meet the following requirements:

1. Minimum 2.75 GPA in Education courses, with no grade lower than C.
2. Minimum 2.75 GPA in second area of study or teaching field, with no grade lower than C. (Elementary Education and Early Childhood/Early Childhood Special Education candidates must earn a 2.75 GPA in each of the following areas: English, Mathematics, Science, and Social Sciences).
3. Satisfactory Dispositions Ratings and field experience evaluations.
5. Applications for Internship and graduation on file.
6. Passing Score on all required Praxis II exams.
7. (Foreign Language Students): Score of "Advanced Low" on the ACTFL Oral Proficiency Interview.

Application Dates

Internships must be completed in the final semester before graduation. All internship placements are coordinated by the Coordinator of Field and Clinical Experiences. At UAH, the internship is a full-time, full semester assignment of 15 weeks. Candidates should not expect to enroll in other courses during the internship semester. During the internship, students must complete and pass the edTPA assessment for certification as required by the Alabama State Department of Education.

1. Elementary Education students must complete a primary and intermediate assignment.
2. Secondary Education students will complete a middle and high school assignment.
3. P-12 music education students must complete an early childhood/elementary and a middle/high school assignment.
4. Candidates adding the Collaborative Teacher certification will complete part of the internship in a special education setting.

Certification Requirements

Alabama teaching certificates are the legal responsibility of the Alabama State Department of Education. Colleges and universities cannot issue professional certificates. In order to be recommended for a professional teacher’s certificate, candidates must complete a state approved program, pass required exams, and pass edTPA. Approved undergraduate programs offered by the UAH College of Education are designed to prepare candidates for professional Class B certification with a bachelor’s degree.

Initial Certification

It is the candidate’s responsibility to initiate the application for the initial certificate. To be recommended for an initial certificate, candidates must:

1. Meet all UAH Education program requirements including satisfactory completion of the internship with evaluations by university supervisors and cooperating teachers of 2.0 or higher.
2. Passing edTPA.
3. Candidates who expect to teach in states other than Alabama are responsible for knowledge of licensure requirements of those states. Such candidates should inform the certification officer of their intentions.

### Ensuring the Competence of Graduates

For a period of two years of the valid date of the Professional Educator Certificate, The University of Alabama in Huntsville, through the College of Education, shall warrant and provide remediation at no cost to students who are evaluated to be unsatisfactory or deficient in any area of preparation. Remediation in professional education and/or teaching field departments will be based upon recommendations from the performance evaluations conducted by public school administrators who use Educate Alabama which is recognized and approved by the State Board of Education. This policy is consistent with the Alabama State Code of Education.

### Teacher Education Programs at UAH

B.A. and/or B.S. programs are available for the following certifications: art, biology, chemistry, collaborative teacher, early childhood/early childhood special education, elementary education, English-language arts, French, general science, German, history, mathematics, music, physical education, physics, social science, and Spanish. (General Education Requirements for teacher candidates may differ from those required of other students. Individuals interested in pursuing teacher education should consult the Department of Curriculum and Instruction about General Education Requirements for their program of study).

- Bachelor of Arts in Elementary Education (K-6) with Collaborative Education (K-6) ([http://catalog.uah.edu/undergrad/colleges-departments/education/curriculum-instruction/elementary-education/collaborative-education/](http://catalog.uah.edu/undergrad/colleges-departments/education/curriculum-instruction/elementary-education/collaborative-education/))

- Bachelor of Science in Secondary Education (6-12) in the following fields of study:
  - Foreign Language (Spanish, French, or German) ([http://catalog.uah.edu/undergrad/colleges-departments/education/curriculum-instruction/foreign-language/](http://catalog.uah.edu/undergrad/colleges-departments/education/curriculum-instruction/foreign-language/))


**ED 060 - ENGLISH FOR ACADMC PRGMP**

Semester Hours: 3

This course aims to help students achieve a greater level of success academically and professionally. Three types of evaluative and consultation tracks are offered: accent modification, oral communication, and literacy. A speech pathology model is used toward the accent modification and oral communication tracks, and a consultation approach utilizing a modified multi-sensory method focusing on comprehensive literacy is used toward the literacy track. By the end of the course, students typically exhibit a strong improvement in self-confidence and ability to proceed with their studies and professional dealings.
ED 115 - EFFECTIVE RDG & STUDY SKILLS  
Semester Hours: 3  
Developmental course focusing on acquisition of strategies to expand an individual's ability to read and study materials encountered in higher education. Effective reading and study strategies which incorporate reading, writing, and listening skills are taught and applied, using college texts and related readings.

ED 301 - INTRO TO EDUCATION PRACTICUM  
Semester Hour: 1  
Initial practicum experience designed to provide the opportunity to explore the role of the classroom teacher in today's diverse school settings. This experience is a prerequisite for admission to the Teacher Education Program.

ED 305 - FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION  
Semester Hours: 3  
Survey of social, cultural, historical, and philosophical foundations of education; interrelationships of society and education, effects of social change and influences of social-cultural values upon education; educational ideas and processes as they attempt to shape curricula. The perennial search for the meaning of education, perceived not merely as schooling, but as a process of enculturation and socialization. Prerequisites with concurrency: ED 301 and ED 308.

ED 307 - MULTICULTURAL FND EDUCATION  
Semester Hours: 3  
This course will provide students with an understanding of selected philosophical, historical, social, cultural, political, and economic questions and influences on the development of educational policies and practices. Through an examination of constructs such as race, ethnicity, social class, gender, sexual orientation, and religious affiliation, students will develop an understanding of the connections between identity, difference, power and privilege and the role(s) schools play in perpetuating or ending discriminatory practices.

ED 308 - EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY  
Semester Hours: 3  
Psychological principles basic to an understanding of the learner, the learning process, and the learning situation. Intensive field experience required. Prerequisites with concurrency: ED 301 and 305.

ED 309 - CLASSROOM & BEHAVIOR MGMT  
Semester Hours: 3  
This course focuses on instructional options that learners need in order to be successful. It takes a broad approach to classroom and behavior management that is grounded in both theory and reflective practice. Content will emphasize the study and implementation of a variety of classroom and behavior management strategies that are necessary for working with diverse populations. Intensive field experience in an assigned public school required. Prerequisites: Admission to the Teacher Education Program.

ED 310 - TCHNG THE ARTS IN ELEM SCHOOLS  
Semester Hours: 2-3  
This course covers multiple aspects of fine arts education in elementary education including the use of content, functions, and achievements of the performing arts (dance, music, theatre) and visual arts as primary media for communication, inquiry, and engagement among elementary students.

ED 315 - TECHNOLOGY IN CLASSROOM  
Semester Hours: 3  
Introduces prospective teachers to current educational technology. Designed as a laboratory course providing extensive hands-on experiences with microcomputers and other emerging technology. Emphasis is on enabling the student to effectively integrate technology into instructional settings. May be taken prior to entering Teacher Education Program.

ED 350 - EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUC PRACTICUM  
Semester Hours: 3  
Placement in a state-approved or NAEYC-accredited pre-kindergarten or kindergarten class. Includes a weekly one-hour seminar with a faculty member. Prerequisites: Admission to the Teacher Education Program.
ED 371 - TCHG ELEM LANGUAGE ARTS  
Semester Hours: 3  
Introduction to current practices in language arts instruction with emphasis on the development of an integrated curriculum using children's literature as a foundation. Includes appropriate techniques for the teaching of grammar, spelling, and handwriting. Intensive field experience required. Prerequisites: Admission to the Teacher Education Program.

ED 372 - TCHG ELEM SOCIAL STUDIES  
Semester Hours: 3  
Teaching social studies in grades K-6. Helping beginner teachers acquire background skills in organizing and teaching units of work. Intensive field experience required. Prerequisites: Admission to the Teacher Education Program.

ED 373 - TCHG NATURL/HLTH SCIENCE  
Semester Hours: 3  
Integrates concepts from reflective practice with elementary science teaching. Opportunity to refine teaching skills in the planning, implementation, and evaluation of science lessons and units of instruction. Intensive field experience required. Prerequisites: Admission to the Teacher Education Program.

ED 374 - TCHG ELEM MATHEMATICS  
Semester Hours: 3  
Overview of the mathematics concepts and skills taught in grades K-6 with an emphasis on the principles, methods, and materials used in the teaching and evaluation of elementary school mathematics. Focuses on the attitudes and behaviors of students and teachers in the actual planning and implementation of mathematics instruction for an elementary school classroom. Intensive field experience required. Prerequisites: Admission to the Teacher Education Program.

ED 375 - TCHG READING IN PRIMARY GRADES  
Semester Hours: 3  
An introduction to the basic principles of literacy instruction in culturally and linguistically diverse primary grade classrooms, including theoretical bases for instruction, methods of instruction and organization, developmentally appropriate strategies and materials, and assessment of children's literacy needs. Class activities will include mini-lessons, discussions, group activities, and presentations. An intensive school-based practicum in grades PreK-2 is required.

ED 400 - SPECIAL TOPICS-INTERNSHIP  
Semester Hours: 3  
Innovative internship focused on working with students with disabilities. Observations, participation, and direct instruction and teaching in a middle or high school setting for a prescribed time.

ED 401 - FNDS OF REFLECTIVE TEACHING  
Semester Hours: 3  
This diversity elective is designed to develop reflective practitioners, who study teaching and student learning in an effort to improve teaching practices and also meet certification requirements. The course will use various lenses of professional teacher noticing to select and discuss evidence of effective teaching. Course topics include edTPA rubrics, lesson planning, video teaching episode analysis, student assessments and feedback, academic language for describing teaching, and professional writing about teaching.

ED 402 - SPECIAL TOPICS IN EDUCATION  
Semester Hours: 3  
Introduces students to current issues and trends within educational practice, policy, and theory through a specific lens. Provides opportunities for students to investigate issues of teaching and learning within the broader social/cultural vantage basic exploration of current research and debate within education. Topic may vary with each offering.

ED 405 - RDG STRATEGIES INTERMED GRADES  
Semester Hours: 3  
This course provides an in-depth study in and application of the process of reading and reading instruction, theoretical approaches, instructional strategies, classroom organization, and the formal/informal assessment of reading in intermediate grades. This course is required of all elementary education majors and secondary education candidates who are pursuing a middle school endorsement. Intensive field experience required. Prerequisites: Admission to the Teacher Education Program.
ED 408 - TCHG READING/CONTENT AREA  
Semester Hours: 3

Provides knowledge of certain basic developmental and remedial reading skills, practices, and concepts. Extends those learned in previous, reading courses and shows how to apply fundamental skills and knowledge to the classroom. This will include adapting fundamentals of reading instruction to the various subject matter areas (i.e., the sciences, social studies, English, etc.). Survey of special reading programs such as remedial reading and reading instruction as practiced in special education. Intensive field experience required. Prerequisites: Admission to the Teacher Education Program.

ED 410 - FOUNDATIONS EDUC EVALUAT  
Semester Hours: 3

Measurement process with emphasis on its relationship to problems of educational evaluation. Evaluation as an integral part of overall educational planning in addition to its use in measurement and evaluation of academic achievement. Prerequisites: Admission to the Teacher Education Program.

ED 413 - CHILDREN'S & ADOLESCENT LIT  
Semester Hours: 3

Course content includes the study of various genres of children's and adolescent literature and their relationship to beginning reading, enhancement of reading comprehension, and intervention instruction in the various content areas. Intensive field experience required. Same as EH 413. Prerequisites: Admission to the Teacher Education Program.

ED 421 - SECNDRY ELA INSTR WRIT TO READ  
Semester Hours: 2-3

Candidates explore the ways they can use specific writing-to-learn activities to enhance their students' capacity to understand a variety of complex texts. Candidates will learn techniques for engaging students in the questioning, inference-making, syntactical pattern recognition, and meaning-making of both fiction and non-fiction works.

ED 422 - MIDDLE & SECD SCH MATH METHODS  
Semester Hours: 2-3

This course is part one in a series of two courses that are designed for teacher candidates who are pursing teaching certification in middle and/or secondary Mathematics. This methods course provides background for middle school and secondary teaching from the perspective of theory, research, and practice.

ED 423 - TCHNG SCIENCE MID & SEC SCH I  
Semester Hours: 2-3

This course will focus on how secondary students learn Science. Candidates will learn how to develop and design developmentally appropriate lessons in which their students are able to make observations, examine relationships, notice patterns, and make inferences, while confronting naive misconceptions. Candidates will discuss the nature of science (NOS).

ED 424 - TCHNG SOC STUD MID & SEC SCH I  
Semester Hours: 2-3

This course teaches research-based techniques and strategies employed by Social Studies teachers at the secondary levels. As well as learning theoretical foundations and the goal of social science instruction (citizenship skills), students will learn pedagogic skills, instructional strategies, and modes of reasoning unique to the social studies classroom.

ED 425 - METHODS OF TEACHG FOREIGN LANG  
Semester Hours: 2-3

This course is designed to provide undergraduate level Foreign Language majors with the theory, tools (i.e. authentic media and technology), and techniques for teaching middle and secondary students. The focus of the course is primarily, though not exclusively, on designing lessons that allow for maximum student participation and control.

ED 431 - SEC ELA MTHD: READING TO WRIT  
Semester Hours: 2-3

In this course, candidates will explore the ways they can use specific reading activities to enhance their students' ability to express themselves in multiple registers and forms of discourse. Candidates will learn techniques for engaging students in the process of developing and expressing their ideas while demonstrating an improved command of the grammatical, syntactical, and discursive elements of language.

ED 432 - TCH REASON/PROOF SEC MATH  
Semester Hours: 2-3

This methods course provides background for middle school and secondary teaching from the perspective of theory, research, and practice. It is designed to provide an introduction to and practice ways in which to engage students in mathematical reasoning and proof.
ED 433 - TEACH SC MID & SEC SCHOOL II
Semester Hours: 2-3

Students will discuss the status of Science education in our nation's schools, and the need for implementing research-based strategies in the classroom using the 5E learning cycle as framework.

ED 434 - TCHG SOC ST MID & SEC SCHLS II
Semester Hours: 2-3

This methods course is designed to study effective techniques and strategies employed by Social Studies teachers at the middle and secondary levels. As well as learning theoretical foundations in social studies education, students will learn pedagogic skills, instructional strategies, and modes of reasoning unique to the social studies classroom.

ED 435 - DIFF INSTR IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Semester Hours: 2-3

This course is designed to provide undergraduate level Foreign Language majors with the theory, tools (i.e. authentic media and technology), and techniques for teaching middle and secondary students. The focus of the course is primarily, though not exclusively, on designing lessons that allow for maximum student participation through and understanding of student development.

ED 490 - EARLY CHILDHOOD INTERNSHIP
Semester Hours: 12

ED 493 - ELEMENTARY SCHOOL INTERNSHIP
Semester Hours: 12

Observation, participation, and teaching in elementary school (full time, 15 week semester). Students will also attend campus-based seminars designed to meet specific needs of the interns.

ED 497 - HIGH SCHOOL INTERNSHIP
Semester Hours: 12

Observation, participation, and teaching in middle/high school (full time, 15 week semester). Students will also attend campus-based seminars designed to meet specific needs of the interns.

ED 499 - P-12 INTERNSHIP
Semester Hours: 12

Observation, participation, and teaching in elementary and middle/high school (full time, 15 week semester). Students will also attend campus-based seminars designed to meet specific needs of the interns.

EDC 301 - TCHG THE EXCEPTIONAL CHILD
Semester Hours: 3

Examines special education laws and methodology used in teaching special education students. Focus is primarily on those students with mild learning disabilities. Also examines requirements needed in the regular classroom for special teachers. Intensive field experience required. To be taken concurrently with ED 301, ED 307, ED 308 and EDC 311. Prerequisites: Completion of all general education classes.

EDC 302 - INTRO LOW INCIDENCE POPULATION
Semester Hours: 3

Students will learn about low incidence disabilities through reading, research, discussion, and the integration of specific learning strategies during class activities. Students are expected to complete a case study/practicum with a disabled student in addition to 15 hours of observation in classrooms for low incidence exceptional students. Intensive field experience required.

EDC 311 - INSTR STRATEGIES INCLUSIVE CLR
Semester Hours: 3

Students learn about low incidence disabilities through reading, research, discussion, and the integration of specific learning strategies during class activities. Students are expected to complete a case study/practicum with a disabled student in addition to 15 hours of observation in classrooms for low incidence exceptional students. Intensive field experience required.

EDC 316 - DIFFER INSTR FOR ECSE
Semester Hours: 3

This course provides practical strategies to maximize learning for all young learners (birth to 8 years old) with a variety of disabilities. Students will learn to utilize the principles of universal design for learning and differentiated instruction to create structured classrooms and lessons that meet the individual needs of young learners with special needs. This will include learning to select, implement, and evaluate lesson accommodations and modifications for students with exceptional needs.
EDC 321 - COLLAB CONSU(PARENT-TCHR-TEAM)
Semester Hours: 3

This class focuses on the description and rationale for collaboration, including communication skills, group work, problem solving, and co-teaching. Each student will participate as a member of a collaborative team during the practicum. This course will also provide an examination of selected school district issues involving collaboration within traditional K-12 educational settings. Intensive field experience required. Prerequisites: Admission to the Teacher Education Program.

EDC 331 - CRITICAL ISSUES IN SPEC EDUC
Semester Hours: 3

Provides an in-depth discussion and evaluation of current issues in special education such as litigation, legislation, personnel preparation, and research. School-based practicum required. Intensive field experience required. Prerequisites: Admission to The Teacher Education Program.

EDC 341 - ASSESS/PLN TRANSITION K-12 STU
Semester Hours: 3

Teacher candidates will develop the skills necessary for transitional planning, including administering cognitive, social, and functional assessments. Results of assessments will be interpreted and utilized to plan transitions from one placement to another, to inform instruction in regular, inclusive and self-contained classrooms, and to develop Individualized Education Plans (IEPs) for eligible students. Field work is required. Prerequisites: Admission to the Teacher Education Program.

EDC 351 - BEHAVIOR ANLY & INTERVENTION
Semester Hours: 3

This course focuses on the concepts of applied behavior analysis and how to implement those concepts in classrooms and other settings. Students learn how to conduct a functional behavior assessment and design, implement, and evaluate a behavioral-change project with an appropriate subject in a public school setting. Intensive field work required. Prerequisites: Admission to the Teacher Education Program.

EDC 361 - ECSE PRACTICUM
Semester Hours: 3

A three-hour credit course in a state-approved or NAEYC-accredited early childhood education setting that includes children with developmental delays or diagnosed disabilities. It includes a weekly one hour seminar with a faculty member. Admission to Teacher Education Program required.

ECH 306 - PRINCIPS OF EARLY CHILDHOOD ED
Semester Hours: 3

This introductory course will provide preservice early childhood educators with basic knowledge of the core principles and foundations of early childhood education. The course introduces students to the historical and sociocultural forces that have impacted the field along with contemporary early childhood programs and models, recent trends and issues, and theories of play. Admission to teacher education program required.

ECH 320 - DIFF INSTR FOR EARLY LEARNERS
Semester Hours: 3

An early childhood education curriculum course designed to provide practical knowledge for blending content areas to maximize children's learning and prepare teacher candidates to meet the needs of children across the curriculum. Focus is on the implementation of a curriculum designed to promote learning and development in the social, emotional, physical, language and cognitive domains. Additionally, the course will emphasize developmentally, culturally, and linguistically appropriate and effective teaching approaches to enhance each child's learning and development. Admission to teacher education program required.

ECH 330 - ASSESSMENT OF YOUNG LEARNERS
Semester Hours: 3

This course provides candidates with an understanding of the forms, functions, methods, and roles of assessment for planning and implementing effective early childhood programs for young children, ages birth to five, from diverse cultures and with varied learning needs. Candidates will explore both quantitative and qualitative approaches to evaluation and assessment. They will learn about technological adaptations to enhance the assessment process. Students will gain an understanding of appropriate strategies for conducting, reporting, and decision making related to specific functions of assessment. They will learn about assessment strategies necessary for second language learners and about adaptations for children with disabilities. They will use selected assessment strategies with young children in their field placements and are expected to become competent in the use of authentic assessment strategies to describe a child's learning strengths and instructional needs. Admission to teacher education program required.

ECH 340 - LANGUAGE, SPEECH & LITERCY DEV
Semester Hours: 3

This course provides an introductory examination of the development of language, speech, and literacy in young learners. Pragmatic syntactic, and phonological analyses of children's language and speech development are required. The connections of oral communication and written communication (literacy) are explored.
ECH 490 - EARLY CHILDHOOD INTERNSHIP
Semester Hours: 12

Observation, participation and teaching in at least two early childhood settings with children ranging from infancy to grade 3 (full time, 15 week semesters). Students will also attend campus-based seminars designed to meet specific needs of the interns. Admission to the teacher education program required.